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My History and the 'Cognitive Model'

In my work to further the understanding of buddhism and in
particular the teaching of the foundations of mindfulness, I have
been influenced by a model from Cognitive Therapy, which I
called the "Cognitive Model'.  It originated in 1986, the work of
Drs. Christine Padesky and Kathleen Mooney.  It was published in
1995 in Mind over Mood by Drs. Dennis Greenberger and

Christine Padesky. 1

As the model has contributed substantially to my thinking I will
outline briefly here my understanding of it and its history in the
development of my ideas.
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The Cognitive Model

Christine Padesky writes about the models development - 

"We developed it from our understanding of cognitive therapy
blended with our view that human experience is always
interactive with the environments in which we live.  Today we
would refer to it as a biopsychosocial model for understanding
human experience.  Its strength for use in therapy is that it is
descriptive, captures interactions between different aspects of
experience, and does not take a stance regarding which must
come first: the thought or the mood or the behaviour or the
environmental event or the biological response.  Sometimes all
happen simultaneously, other times one experience leads to
another."

What I understand primarliy is that each 'aspect of experience'
conditions the others.  Environment conditions mood, thought
condition behaviour, and so on.  Paying attention to this overall
perspective can help us work more effectively with our moods
because if we change any of the others we can change our mood.
They are all important, but the most important link for cognitive
therapy (and that being the reason why it is called cognitive
therapy) is that between thought and mood.  By changing our
thoughts through socratic questioning of them (by asking what is
their truth) we change our mood.  

This 'conditionality', applied in the cognitive model to moods, is
illustrative of the central guiding principle in buddhism,
Conditioned Coproduction. As buddhists, in considering
phenomena, we too "do not take a stance as to which (in the web
of phenomena) should come first".  We just work creatively with
the conditions that are there, knowing that everything is
conditioned by a multiplicity of conditions, including moods and
mental states, but beyond that as well.   

Five aspects of your life experiences 
1986 Center for Cognitive Therapy, Newport Beach, CA.
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For the process of acknowledgement it is helpful to outline the
history of my involvement with cognitive psychology and the
cognitive model.

My History and Cognitive Psychology

I first came across cognitive psychology in the late 90s
because of my friend, Prasadu, who is also a member of the
Western Buddhist Order.  He is head of psychology at
Calderdale Royal Infirmary in the United Kingdom.   We used to
meet regularly as order members in a peer group.  One
evening Prasadu did a presention on cognitive psychology to
the group with the quip - "Does this seem familiar?"  The
notion of core belief underlaying and affecting everything was
very much like the buddhist perspective on views.  That views
are often deeply yet unconsciously held, ubiquitous, and
difficult to change. I had a great deal of respect for Prasadu
and this led to the first seeds of curiosity being sown in me
about cognitive psychology.   

Prasadu used to help me deal with the various anxieties I used
to experience in therapeutic sessions over the phone.  Over
time , I built up a 'toolkit' of 'tricks of the trade'.  Then, in 2002, I
had some formal sessions with him, and was introduced to
Christine Padesky's book Mind Over Mood.  I began using the
'Thought Record'.  On seeing  the 'cognitive model' on page 4
of Mind over Mood a lot of what Prasadu had said fitted for me
into a coherent framework  I began to get cognitive therapy.  I
understood better how what I had been doing had worked.  I
carried on using the 'cognitive model' as a tool, applying it to
my 'life experiences'.  That is how I came across the cognitive
model personally.

Then, in 2003, feeling a sense of frustration as I had always
dreamed one day I would write a book (or come up with an
earth shattering theory), and approaching fifty the dream was
nowhere in sight, I thought I had better begin on my dream
before it was too late, so with money from friends and family, I
began to write a book, which was initially on ritual which was
what I was most known for.  But I was a physics graduate, and
still had a certain mindset towards 'grand unified theory' so
after several months of writing the remit of the book started to
broaden.  At first I added meditation.  I also wanted to include
the "cognitive model" because I had found it so practically
useful (and also because it demonstrated conditionality
practically).  I had other aims too, like to help clarify the
confusion that people in my movement often seemed to have
between feelings and actions. 

All this made me look for a framework I could use to hang all
this on and an obvious one was the teaching of the four
foundations of mindfulness (the four satipatthanas).  In a
buddhist scripture called the Satipatthana Sutta the Buddha
expounds them as the four things we should build a
'foundation of awareness (sati)' on: body, feelings, heart /
attitude, and mental objects; to gain enlightenment.

My understanding of the four satipatthanas was confused by
there being different interpretations of them. Translations and
commentaries were often abstruse (some seemed like
guesswork), and I wasn't quite sure how they fitted in with
practice.   Buddhism is 2500 years old, it had at one time great
scholastic universities serving 10,000 scholar monks, and in
the Abhidharma, highly technical teachings about the mind
and mental states.  Perhaps over-elaborate ones.  It is difficult
to pick through this (academicism) for the essentials.  Modern
Science may have this fate in 2000 years time.  Buddhism is on
one level a very clear and simple teaching: practice ethics,
non-harm and awareness, deepen that through meditation, and
then develop wisdom.  But its literature is also vast, and deep.
Exactly what some of the teachings mean in detail in some
cases needs to be unravelled.  This is what I felt facing the
satipatthanas.

On the other hand the cognitive model was very simple and
clear.    

So I thought - "I wonder what will happen if I use the cognitive
model to try and illustrate the four satipatthanas"



In traditional buddhism, to my knowledge, there is no mention of
the four satipatthanas conditioning each other.  The Satipatthana
Sutta simply enumerates them in a linear order: body, feeling,
heart / state of mind, and mental objects.  First be aware of body,
then be aware of feeling, etc.  Conditionality between things was
well understood though.  It was well understood in meditation
practice that a calm body helps the mind to calm down. So
conditionality between the satipatthanas was implicit, even
though it seems not to have been explored. 

There is very little tradition of diagramatic visual representation
of teachings in buddhism (what you really need to represent
conditionality well).  Mind-maps are a relatively modern
phenomenon.  Lama Govinda (the late twentieth century german
tibetologist and authority on buddhist ritual) in his books used
diagrams, but not many have.  

I was aware looking at the two lists how some of the
satipatthanas clearly resembled the 'elements' of the cognitive
model, although some also looked rather different.  I didn't think
it was a good idea to 'run them together' in a forced way, so I kept
them apart, and over time just sat with the similarities and
differences.  I did not want to force a connection unnaturally.  It is
clear to me now that there needs to be two distinct models and I

have called mine the "Satipatthana Model".

I then clarified over time exactly what each satipatthana was, and
looking at the satipatthanas in this way has been very revealing.
A number of buddhist teachings fit into the model, for instance
the traditional buddhist teachings on feeling: there do seem to be
three 'modes' of feeling conditioned respectively by body, heart /
state of mind, and mental assessments; physical feeling, feeling
conditioned by ones ethics or lack of them, and mood (feeling
based on cognitions).  I am currently working on other
correlations between the satipatthanas and traditional buddhist
teachings.

In comparing the two models, the body satipatthana correlates
with physical reactions (or biology in an earlier model).  The
feeling satipatthana corresponds with moods, except it also
includes physical and ethically conditioned feeling.   The
satipatthana 'mental objects' is like thoughts in that what is
meant by mental objects are assessments / views about ones
perceptions. The final pairing has on the face of it the least
resemblance.  Behaviours and the satipatthana Citta (heart / state
of mind / attitude).  Except, if we see Citta as the response to our
experience (that is other than assessing it, which is covered by
mental objects) it is our behaviour, but that behaviour includes
the behaviour of our mind.  Actions in buddhism are of three
types: bodily, verbal and mental.  All activity starts in our state of
mind and then expresses itself bodily and verbally. So action

Satipatthana Model
2006 Mahabodhi

VedanaKaya

Dhammas

Citta

Dhammas - Mental Objects Kaya - Body
Vedana - Feeling Citta - Heart / State of Mind

(karma) includes mental action (attitude).  Citta is the realm of
ethics.  Actions in buddhism are skilful (leading to a beneficial
result) or unskilful (not leading to a beneficial result).  With
behaviours in the cognitive model there is an implied link with
ethics in that what one is interested in with behaviour is a
beneficial result.  So in some senses behaviour is not that
dissimilar to the heart / state of mind satipatthana. Both are
linked to action and to whether it has a beneficial effect.

A further question then arose - how come the two models are
so similar? A theory I am currently exploring is that the
elements in both models are associated with inate and
universal human faculties.  The word faculty comes from the
root meaning ease (as in facility) so the human faculties are
those 'modes' which human beings most easily operate in.
Humans have a physical aspect, a sensitivity to feeling, a
faculty for action and expression, and one for assessment, all
fashioned through processes of biological, social, and mental
evolution.  I think Aristotle first invented the notion of the
faculty and thus began the process of dividing up the human
being.  Perhaps the work today is to help bring an
understanding of how the faculties work together (through
conditionality and the cognitive model).  These are my very
recent thoughts.  

What is also interesting in terms of faculties that buddhism
has a teaching called the five spiritual faculties.  The central
faculty is mindfulness, the faculty of awareness that observes
all the others (that say looks down upon the satipatthana
model).  The other four spiritual faculties then correlate quite
well with the four satipatthanas, and may be what is
developed when that satipatthana is developed.  Wisdom, for
instance, being an accurate assessment of what is there
correlates with mental objects in the Satipatthana model, but it
also correlates with  applying socratic questioning to
thoughts in the cognitive model.

Please bear in mind these are my own correlations.  They are
not traditional.  They are also work in progress, and copyright.
Work in progress on my book 'On Safe Ground' and various
books of diagrams like the "Satipatthana Model" are regularly
updated at www.mahabodhi.org.uk.

Mahabodhi  3 Dec 2006
Manchester Buddhist Centre, UK.
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Body
Sensation

● Kaya we could say is the tangible. Namely that which
we can touch in our experience.  As body it is not matter,
which is an abstract notion about what appears in
experience, but it is that concrete experience itself.  

● Body can only be experienced in the present moment.  
If we are aware in detail right now of what our tangible
experience is, then Kaya is a Satipatthana.  But when we
drift off into a vague idea of what our tangible experience
is, then Kaya ceases to be a Satipatthana.  Paying attention
to a tangible object (like the breath or sensation in the
body) helps develop this satipatthana.

About Kaya Kaya
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Citta Dhamma

Vedana

Thoughts 
Guiding Bodily Use 

cf. Alexander Technique

Physical
Experience

Mental States affect body
e.g. Frustration leading to tension 

Laugh / Cry - due to
● Physical Feeling
● Ethical Feeling
● Mood

The Conditioning of Ph ysical Experience
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Destructive Views
re. Self, Others, World

Tension
Holding on

Constricted Mind State
e.g. Irritation, Fear, Anxiety 

Pain
● Physical
● Ethical
● Mental (Mood)

Sources of Tension



Kaya

Citta Dhamma

Vedana

Constructive Views
re. Self, Others, World

Relaxation
Letting go

Expansive Mind State
e.g. Contentment, Care, 
Openness, Patience 

Pleasure
● Physical
● Ethical
● Mental (Mood)

Sources of Relaxation
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Concentration

Samattha   Vipassana

Insight

Types of Medita tion



Feeling

● Vedana is the hedonic tone of our experience, how
pleasureable or painful it is.  It is a resultant, something
that happens to us (a vipaka) rather than is something we
do.

● However, in being aware of feeling, we can be more or
less sensitive to it.  Feeling can arise conditioned by body
(kaya), mind states (citta) or mental objects (dhammas),
and so that sensitivity can manifest in three independent
ways: 

● Physical sensitivity  
● Emotional sensitivity (as in a mood) or 
● Ethical sensitivity (as in ones conscience)

About Vedana Vedana



Essay on Feeling

Feeling is the second of the satipatthanas.  What the buddha says about it in the Satipatthana Sutta is the practitioner
should be aware, when they are experiencing a feeling, the type of feeling it is (namely its tone - pleasureable, painful
or neutral).  He also adds, whatever the tone is, to also know a worldly feeling (samisam vedana)as a worldly feeling
and a spiritual feeling (niramisam vedana)as a spiritual feeling.  That is all he says about it.

The vedana entry in the PTS Pali-English dictionary classes three modes of feeling: pleasureable, painful or neutral.  It
also mentions it as kusala, akusala, avyakata (skilful, unskilful, neither skilful or unskilful).  It mentions the five vedanas
- sukham, dukkham, somanassam, domanassam and upekkha.  The 108 modes of vedana.  It mentions that it is one of
the five skandhas. It also mentions bodily (kayika) feeling and mental (cetasika) feeling.  Surprisingly the dictionary
entry doesn't mention anything about spiritual (niramisa) or worldly (samisa) feeling, despite those being clerarly
mentioned in one of the most important suttas, the Satipatthana Sutta.  So what are we to make of all these lists?  One
tendency we might have is to think its all too complicated, and go back to what is most obvious in our experience, that
feeling is simply just pleasureable, painful or neutral!

One thing I learned in physics though was that if something is there in an equation it is there for a reason, it needs to be
included in ones calculations, and I think that the buddha pointed to these categories of vedana for a reason, and in
considering what vedana really is, we need to include them in our calculations.  So let's look at these lists, put them in
the context of what we know of the dharma, and what we know in our experience, and see what we come up with.

Feeling as a resultant
The first thing about feeling is that it is vipaka - a resultant.  Bhante (Mind in Buddhist Psychology seminar p193)
compares it with Schoppenhauer's Vorstellung - the classification of things in life that just happen to us, rather than
Wille, things we do. As the Mind in Buddhist Psychology text says "The absolute specific characteristic of feeling is to
experience".  I think this point is absolutely axiomatic to everything else we might consider.  Feeling cannot for instance
be 'good' in itself, because it would have to be something we were doing.  Karma rather than vipaka.  It can though be
the result of goodness.  Spiritual feeling (niramisam vedana) is not 'feeling spiritual' - as in, "I feel so spiritual today,
that's good isn't it?".  That kind of 'spiritual feeling' may just be the ego having a view of itself (as spiritual), and then that
view conditioning a pleasant feeling.  Real spiritual feeling is feeling resulting from (actual) ethical behaviour or an
ethical state of mind, for example, as in when we have a good conscience, or when an experience of pleasure arises in
the dhyanas.  

If we take this point about feeling as always being a vipaka and apply that to our list, every reference then has to apply
either to a) the tone of the experience (pleasant, painful or neutral) or b) the source.  Sukha is tone (pleasant);
somanassam is both tone (pleasant) and source (manas - mind sense).  Kayika is source (kaya - body);  cetasika is
source (mental);  kusala is source (ethical behaviour).  Samisam and niramisam are sources (worldly source and
spiritual or ethically positive source - the sources including both  behaviours and mental activities [actions of body
speech and mind]).

Body
Body is something like the tangible aspect to rupa, rupa being the objective constituent of the perceptual situation.  It is
our experience of the tangible (perhaps, to be more specific, like rupa when objectively experienced).  

Citta
Citta is translated by Guenther as attitude, which points to activity and ethics.  I think I prefer to see it as attitude and
awareness (level of ethical awareness plus expansiveness/concentratedness of mind)  The PTS Pali-English dictionary
entry for citta gives its meaning as the heart (psychologically) and states - 

Difficulty 
Level



"The meaning of citta is best understood when explaining it with expressions familiar to us, as: with all my heart; heart
and soul; I have no heart to do it..   all of which emphasize the emotional and conative side of "thought" more than its
mental and rational side (for which see manas and vinnana). It may therefore be rendered by intention, impulse, mood,
disposition, state of mind, reaction to impressions" 

I think the use of the word citta in the plural (the 89 cittas, the 52 cittas - the 52 mental events) by the Abhidharma
confuses the issue of the meaning of the word citta.  A mental state is not like a separate element within ones heart and
mind.  One's citta (heart) as a whole is coloured by a mental state like distraction.  Mrs Rhys Davids in this regard
remarks (Buddhist Psychology p18) that the two alternative terms for mind or consciousness, mano and vinnana, are
sometimes classified under the category dhatu (element), but citta never is, implying its singular nature.  She compares
citta as heart as a 'psychically innervating force' (Buddhist Psychology p17) which I take to be that which motivates the
whole person rather than being associated with individual conscious elements within that person.  

This ethical dimension is apparent from the Buddha's words in the Satipatthana Sutta in the section on Citta .  He
advises the practitioner to know when their mind contains lust, hate or ignorance.  Further, to know when their
consciousness is in a shrunken, or expanded state, a distracted state, a state 'become great', unsurpassed, a
concentrated state, a liberated state, etc. That is to know the degree, and in what way their heart/mind is perfumed by
awareness, expansiveness, calm, love and insight. 

Manas and Dhammas
The fourth satipatthana, dhammas (mental objects) is connected with mind in the sense of Manas (or Mano).  Manas is
the mind-sense and as such it is what grasps mental objects, just as the eye grasps visual objects.  The PTS dictionary
entry for Mano /Mana(s) states -

"Meaning: mind, thought...    1. Mano represents the intellectual functioning of consciousness, while vinnana represents
the field of sense and sense reaction ("perception") and citta the subjective aspect of consciousness....   As "mind" it
embodies the rational faculty of man, which, as the subjective side in our relation to the objective world, may be
regarded as a special sense, acting on the world, a sense adapted to the rationality (reasonableness, dhamma) of the
phenomena, as our eye is adapted to the visibility of the latter.  Thus it ranges as the 6th sense in the classification of
the senses and their respective spheres....     the mind fits the world as the eye fits the light, or in other words mano is
the counterpart of dhamma...   Dhamma as counterpart of mano is rather an abstract (pluralistic) representation of the
world, i.e. the phenomena as such with a certain inherent rationality;  manas is the receiver of these phenomena in their
abstract meaning, it is the abstract sense, so to speak...   As regards the relation of manas to citta, it may be stated ,
that citta is more substantial (as indicated by translation "heart"), more elemental as the seat of emotion, whereas
manas is the finer element, a subtler feeling or thinking as such"

Mrs Rhys Davids remarks (Buddhist Psychology p19) -

'The Commentators connect mano with minati (ma), to measure.  

It seems then that Manas measures, assesses.  It takes whatever phenomena appear to it as mental objects. and
makes an abstract assessment of them.  It basically forms a view about them.  The more accurate the view, the wiser
the assessment.  (Manas has the potential for wisdom as citta has the potential for compassion(bodhicitta)).

In the final section of the Satipatthana Sutta the monk contemplates mental objects (in the mental objects).  

'bhikkhu dhammesu dhammanupassin viharati'

Dhammas in the dhammas.  I think Manas is essentially about views.  Just as the eye grasps the visual object, the mind
as mano grasps the mental object.  That is any object in the mind.  And what kind of objects appear in the mind.
Thoughts, ideas, mental images, opinions, views and so on.  Mental objects that are mundane 'Shall I have cornflakes
or museli this morning?' and ones that are of deeper importance.  It is interesting to think what constitutes a view.  A



view doesn't necessarily have to be active.  Never thinking about something is a view about that thing (It means you think
it has no importance).  And a view doesn't have to be conceptual, it can be  to be thinking either.  It can be any type of
mental object - images can be views (symbolic of a view).  Ordinary thinking can be just a 'low-level assessment'  We
label mental objects 'Chair', 'Table',  'Self', and then have thoughts about them.  'I am a (particular type of person)', 'The
world is a (particular type of place)'.

If we are reading dhamma in this way (as view) the Satipatthana phrase becomes closer to Bhante's interpretation of the
fourth satipatthana (Mindfulness of Reality as the fourth dimension of awareness) , namely -

the monk dwells contemplating the truth [the dhamma] in his view about mental objects [dhammas] 

The fourth satipatthana becomes a reflection on the nature of reality (as the mind is experiencing it through its mental
objects)

Dependently arisen
Feeling is Praticca Samutpada, dependently arisen ("This being that becomes").  If the source of kayika vedana is kaya,
applying the Praticca Samutpada formula to that we get "Kaya being, kayika vedana becomes" - with the arising of a
particular state of kaya (like injury), kayika vedana becomes (pain arises).   The Praticca Samutpada formula works in a
similar way with the other sources.  Citta (heart) being, ethical/unethical feeling becomes.  Dhammas (mental objects)
being, mental feeling (cetasika vedana) becomes.

Feeling conditioned by Body - Bodily Feeling
Bodily feeling happens to everybody with a body.  As Nagasena replies to King Milinda when asked if the arahant feels
any painful feeling (Questions of King Milinda 44) - "He feels bodily (kayika) feelings, sire, he does not feel mental
(cetasika) feelings".  We all know that the Buddha suffered physically when poisoned with his last meal.

In a later question (253) called "Is an arahant lacking in the exercise of mastery", the king asks "Is it that an arahant's
mind proceeds in dependence on the body, but that the arahant is without authority, powerless and not able to exercise
mastery as to that body?" to which Nagasena replies "Yes".  (As an analogy he points to how being dependent on the
earth have no command over it).  What is this saying?  I think it is saying Body, like feeling is a resultant (it is experience).
We cannot will a change in our experience, we can only will a change in our response to our experience.  Ultimately our
(physical) experience is out of our control.  

Feeling conditioned by Heart - Ethical Feeling
In the Satipatthana Sutta the buddha makes the distinction between two kinds of feeling - worldly (carnal) feeling
(samisam vedana) and spiritual (non-carnal) feeling (niramisam vedana).  In a different sutta, the Niramisa Sutta
(Samyutta Nikaya XXXVI 31), he adds a third kind, which Bhikkhu Bodhi translates as 'more spiritual than the spiritual'
(niramisa niramisatara).  Another translation of this (and refering to niramisa as non-carnal) is 'still less carnal than the
other'.

Samisam is thoroughly (sam-) of the flesh (amisa).  It comes from the word ama, originally meaning raw meat, hence the
connotation raw, carnal, uncultivated.  Carnal rapture (in the Niramisa Sutta) is rapture arising in dependence on the five
'cords' of sensual pleasure - it is linked to sense desire.  Niramisam is spiritual because it is without (ni-) amisa.  It is 'not
of the flesh', not carnal, feeling  resulting from freedom from sensual desires.  Non-carnal rapture (in the Niramisa Sutta)
is the experience of rapture in the second dhyana.  Buddhaghosa, in his commentary on the Satipatthana Sutta (Way of
Mindfulness), comments -

'Pleasant worldly feeling refers to the six joyful feelings connected with the six sense-doors, and dependent on that which
is tainted by defilements.  Pleasant spiritual feeling refers to the six joyful feelings connected with the six sense-doors,
and not dependent on sense-desire.'

Niramisa niramisatara crosses (tara) over, transcends, the ordinarily spiritual (niramisa), in the same way that insight
transcends our 'ordinary' practice of ethics and meditation.  Rapture 'more spiritual than the spiritual' (in the Niramisa



Sutta) is the rapture felt by 'a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed when he reviews how his mind is liberated from greed
hatred and delusion'. 

These three types of feeling are conditioned by heart (citta).  They represent levels of ethics (but including insight),
carnal feeling being the lowest and niramisa niramisatara the highest.  As I said Guenther translates citta as attitude.  An
attitude of friendliness towards living beings will condition certain feelings  We will experience pain when we see them
suffering.  Consciousness of the effects our actions are having on the world will cause us pain (regret) when we cause
harm, and delight (pramodya) when we cause benefit, examples of niramisam vedana.

Subhuti in his series of talks on the 51 Mental Events at the Convention in 2001 mentioned two other dimensions to
vedana- contaminated / uncontaminated and subjectivistic/transpersonal. That is, vedana contaminated by clinging or
hatred, or uncontaminated by them.  Uncontaminated being related to dhyanic (or aesthetic) experience.  Contaminated /
uncontaminated look similar to samisam and niramisam vedana, in any case they are ethical feeling.  The other pairing -
subjectivistic (self cherishing / atman influenced) and transpersonal (non-self cherishing / uninfluenced by self view, as in
the arising of the bodhicitta in the bodhisattva)  The difference here seems to be whether insight is present or not.
Subjectivistic at best would be niramisam because even if we develop the dhyanas they take us beyond clinging (in the
sense of the hindrances) but not beyond fixed self view.  Transpersonal is similar to niramisa niramisatara in that it arises
when insight is present.  (Geshe Rabten has contaminated feeling linked with consciousness affected by the afflictions,
and uncontaminated linked with that in the minds of Aryas no longer affected by the afflictions.)

Feeling conditioned by Manas - Mental Feeling
Manas grasps phenomena (dhammas) in a particular way (which is to form a view about them).  That view then
conditions a feeling that Guenther in Philosophy and Psychology in the Abhidharma calls abstract feeling or mood
(cetasika vedana), as opposed to kayika vedana 'concrete feeling'.  He says -

'(Feeling) imparts to every conscious content a definite value in the sense of acceptance ("like") or rejection ("dislike") or
indifference.  Mood, too, signifies a valuation, though not of a definite content but of the whole conscious situation at the
moment.  The fact that feeling in the form of 'mood' may appear quite independently of the momentary sensations,
although by some exiguous [slender] reasoning it may be causally related to some previous conscious content, is
brought about in the buddhist texts by terming this kind of feeling cetasika vedana, which may be translated as 'abstract
feeling', inasmuch as it is raised above the different individual feeling values of concrete feeling.  It is clearly
distinguished from kayika vedana or 'concrete feeling' which denotes that kind of feeling which is mixed up with and joins
in with sensation.'

Cetasika vedana then comes on the back of a valuation (an assessment) of the whole conscious situation at the
moment. rather than kayika vedana which 'joins in with sensation (the concrete).   Perhaps we arrive in a mood having
'taken stock of' (measured) our whole conscious situation. Our evaluation is not necessarily true, but a mood is what
arises on the back of it, and this is what we have to deal with in terms of abstract feeling.  It is interesting that we talk of
being in a mood, as if it is a place/ state we have arrived in - again a resultant rather than an action.  Cetasika vedana is
conditioned by thoughts, opinions and views.  Thinking 'I am the greatest' or 'I am useless' are cognitions upon which
arise pleasant and unpleasant vedana.  When the eye sees a visual form, pleasant or painful vedana arises; when the
mind 'sees' a mental object, an idea or an opinion, pleasant or painful cetasika vedana arises. 

Mood
That moods are conditioned by thoughts is recognised in Cognitive Behavioural Therapy, which uses the fact to help
people cope with difficult moods.  What can happen is a person feels something, say they feel depressed.  Feeling
depressed doesn't arise directly as a result of sensations in the body, or as a result of ethics, it arises on the basis of a
judgement such as  'I am a failure' or 'Nobody loves me'.  If we were a total failure in everything and nobody in the whole
world did love us, we would probably be justified in feeling depressed, but thoughts like those are mostly just not true, or
they aren't very balanced.  By working at the thinking end of things (by looking for the evidence for and against that
thought, that 'Nobody loves me') we can come up with a better thought (a more accurate assessment of the whole
situation, a more accurate view).  On contemplating our new balanced thought, we then assess our mood which mostly



will have improved with the change of thinking.  

I am not an expert on this, but if we are prone to depression it may be that we have picked up a habit through our lives
of having certain thoughts (in CBT called core beliefs - things we absolutely believe about ourselves, like 'I am
unlovable') which then appear as 'Nobody loves me' when things don't go our way and then trigger our depression.  

The good news though is because mood is a vipaka we don't have to act on it.  CBT is Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
and not just Cognitive Therapy (our mood is not only affected by our thinking but also by our behaviour).  Our heart
conditions feeling as does our physical activity (kaya).  Not totally going along with our mood may feel counterintuitive
(after all, it's true that thought isn't it!..  and it is important to honour the truth!) but if we treat our intuition as sole arbiter
consider the consequences - we become depressed.  We act out our mood, and so our mood turns into our (moody)
karma.  It is good to be sensitive to how life is going, or to what people think about us, and sometimes we might find
ourselves a bit depressed (that is arriving in an unpleasant heavy state of mind), but at the same time (as Sona often
says) it is good to be robust.   We need also to get on with life and what needs doing (i.e. helping beings).  That is the
aspect of citta, of ethics.  

In terms of the different types of feeling - we can counterbalance unpleasant cetasika vedana (bad mood) with pleasant
niramisa vedana (good conscience)or pleasant kayika vedana (developing a pleasant glow of the 'wholesome' type -
through massage / going for run).  We can't in the long term counterbalance it with pleasant samisam vedana (sensory
overload), that is just distraction and doesn't last long. Pride too is connected to cetasika vedana, or more specifically
arrogance (mana) is.  Seeing ourself as better than, equal to, or worse than others undermines the reality that we are
not fixed and can change at any time.  Pride comes before a fall (or a rise!)  When we have done an action we are
pleased with and appropriate that to our ego, we may experience the pleasant cetasika vedana (of inflation) but we can
counterbalance this with unpleasant niramisa vedana (conditioned by self respect/fear of blame from the wise).

The ultimate counterbalance to unpleasant cetasika vedana is when we get rid of it altogether.  The arahant who
experiences pleasant niramisa niramisatara vedana has no view upon which cetasika vedana can arise.  They have
gone beyond mood altogether.  There is no more agonising over anything.  The question of the arahant not experiencing
cetasika vedana is repeated in the sutta of the Dart.  When the ordinary unenlightened person experiences physical
suffering (the first dart - kayika vedana) what immediately follows is agonising about that (the second dart - cetasika
vedana).  Therefore they experience two darts.  But the enlightened person experiences only the first dart.
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Heart / Mind
Attitude

● Citta has two senses.  It represents heart (in the sense
of emotional response), and mind (in the sense of
consciousness).  Citta is sometimes translated as attitude.
Heart and mind are not abstract but the actual states we
find ourselves in. They represent the overall 'shape' that
our response to our experience takes and which we cannot
but have: a response that may be conscious or
unconscious, warm or cold, robust or fragile.

● Citta is the seat of our mental states but we would be
better calling them mental responses (for instance apathy
is a response and not an accidental state we might find
ourselves in).  These responses represent the world of
ethics as they manifest in behaviours (mental, verbal and
bodily) that produce karmic consequences. 

About Citta Citta



The Conditioning of Mental States

Mental states will be conditioned by factors such as our physical state, what we are feeling, and thoughts / views.  It
is possible to have unconditioned mental states, if one is enlightened.  The reality is that our mental states will be not
be fully unconditioned but neither will they be fully conditioned.  They will be partially (but mostly) conditioned.  So
when we experience pain (through injury) or frustration (mood based on negative assessments) we will most likely
get annoyed or have aversion to the pain.
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Kindness

A Positive Attitude to People
Kindness is the basis for the metta bhavana meditation (the development of universal loving kindness).  We all know what it feels like to
be treated kindly.  To be held gently in a person's gaze, patiently waited upon, or when someone is quiet and attentive, ready to listen to
whatever we have to say.  Or they put a friendly hand on our shoulder.  We all know that feeling.  We feel valued, special.  It is as if the
other person really wants to shape their world so as to fit us into it.  They are really interested in whoever we happen to be.  Being kind is
really useful to people on the receiving end of it.  It can help us recontact ourselves, and the things that are important to us.  We often
lose touch with our fuller humanity, in the midst of having to get things done, but a kind action by another person can put that humanity
back on the agenda.  And it is infectious.  Probably we then tend to be more sensitive to others in our turn.  In fact, probably all beings at
heart have the same desire to be treated kindly: to be cherished, valued, respected.  Perhaps all beings have an instinct for their own
value, and know that things of value ought to be cherished.  So kindness looks after beings because it acknowledges their value, and
wants to preserve it.  Of course kindness also has to be informed with awareness.  It isn't just about being soft.  If someone is damaging
themselves  it might even be necessary to be cruel, if in the end that means being kind. 

Awareness of the Reality of People
Kindness is real then in the sense that it takes on the reality of what people are, or living beings. To get a flavour of this let's take an
example.  Imagine you are a child visiting your grandma.  Old people in the family can have a less utilitarian approach to children than
their parents.  They aren’t so concerned with whether the children are being a success of not, they don’t have so much invested in them
in that sense.  They are just interested in if the child is happy.  Which can be an immense relief to the child. The child feels accepted
unconditionally for whoever they are.  Warts and all.  They don’t have to be doing anything special. With the kindly grandma, they know
for certain that whatever they do, it will be OK by her.  The childs’ experience when they are with the grandma is a feeling of total
unconditional acceptance.  The child knows for certain that they are welcome, there is no doubt about it. 

The interest of the grandma in the child is basic and principial.  It is not about what might lead the child to happiness, but happiness
itself.  The child picks this up and understands it, and probably experiences a sense of freedom.  They then relax, and probably feel
more the space and latitude they need to actually think more clearly what will bring them happiness, and what they might need to do to
achieve it, rather than being concerned about what will make their parents happy.  The example illustrates that metta (loving kindness) is
not about grandma's feelings about herself (a warm glow that someone might feel about theirself, because they are being kind).
Grandma may not even feel a warm glow, she is simply focussed on the child.  Metta here is more about the child's belief in the
intentions of the grandma.  It is about the 'shape' (of kindness) that the grandma creates in her heart / mind, and the child seeing that,
and it being of actual benefit to the child.  That is what the grandma is concerned about expressing.

Obviously we aren't often like the kindly old grandma with each other, even when we think we are being kind.  Sometimes people can
seem to be being quite friendly, but we still have unease in their presence.  Perhaps we feel on some level they want us to be a certain
way, rather than who we are.  Perhaps we would be better without such-and-such a trait.  This in effect means they don’t want the real
us to be there.  And we are often sensitive and pick that up.  Grandma though dearly wants the real you to be there.  She doesn't want
you to be different from who you are, unless of course you want to be.  And the child with the grandma feels affirmed, feels free to be
themselves. They are able to say and do what they like. Their life feels like it is their own. And because of that they feel encouraged to
take possession of their lives, to feel good about themselves.

Imagine other people feeling like the child with the grandma when they were with us.  Or that we felt like that all the time when alone with
ourselves.  This is the flavour of metta.  It is not enough to just be friendly to people.  It is better to try to come at life from their
perspective, at least in our imagination.  To the extent that we don't have metta, we are stuck in treating people as objects.   Like passing
the salt across the table, objects are relatively easy to move, but to move people (in a way that contributes to their best interests) you
need metta.  In fact to move ourselves in a way that contributes to our best interests we need metta for ourselves.  That is because
metta takes in the whole and actual person and their needs.  Giving metta is like being at the grandma's end of things and making the
effort to give to whoever we are with the experience of the child with the grandma. Of course, the actual person we are with may not
have that experience because there may be all sorts of things going on for them.  Even the Buddha failed to get through to some people,
as communication always takes two, but what is important is the purity of the intention.  We can work on having the internal attitude of

General
moderate



the grandma no matter what is going on in the other person.  That attitude is more about being ready for the another person.  

When we do the Metta Bhavana meditation, we can try doing it in this way.  With each person we work on trying to have the same attitude
towards them as the old grandma has to the child.   With each person in the meditation we have to imagine if they were there with us,
what we would need to be like (in the 'shape' of our heart / mind) to convince them of our unconditional kind regard for them.  Doing the
Metta Bhavana in this way we may need to work quite hard in the practice (it feels more like a kamatthana, which is a buddhist term for a
meditation practice, that also means a ‘place of work’), but we can also be more confident that what we are developing is more akin to
metta than a self-satisfied warm glow.    



Faith

What is faith on a basic level in buddhism?

Faith is the 'overall shape to heart and consciousness (citta)' remaining expansive and positive despite unfortunate
experience (injury, difficult feeling, doubtful thought).  It arises not due to kaya, vedana or dhammas but as a product
of citta reflecting on itself, encapsulated inthe phrase 'the monk contemplates the consciousness in the
consciousness'.  Contemplation being about seeing where things lead, this contemplation is seeing where the 'shape
of ones heart / consciousness' leads.  It is seeing the future of ones state of consciousness, seeing the consequences
of ones state of mind.  Without this reflection we revolve endlessly on the Wheel of Life.  Contact leads to feeling,
which leads to craving (or aversion) which leads to grasping in the reactive cycle as described by Sangharakshita is
his essay Mind Reactive and Creative.  Craving is automatic, because (in the mind) there is nothing except sensory
experience.  As it says in xxxxxx sutta (Dart ??) the unenlightened person only sees escape in sensory experience.
But faith is about seeing another way.  It arises on the basis of three things: experience, intuition and reason.
Experience of the efficacy of another way.  Intuition about it (that only chasing sensory experience feels wrong).  And
seeing rational argument why it is wrong (seeing how it doesn't make sense).

But faith is always faith in something.  What are we showing faith in here?   To the extent that we are maintaining a
certain mental state that is not just a knee jerk response to stimulation, we are showing faith in that mental state.  That
might be patience.  We are showing faith that our patience will have a positive outcome for us.  So faith is essentially
faith in a positive mental event.  In the Abhidharma classification of mental states, all positive (skilful) states have faith
present in them, which is just another way of saying that to have a positive mental state you have to have faith (in it).
Traditionally in buddhism faith is in the Three Jewels - the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha, but they are just what lead
us to adopt a particular mental state in the first place - because of the example, the teaching and the supportive
community to the practice of holding that mental state.  So faith is the first step on the spiral path after dukkha; that
leads up to nirvana, embodied Buddhahood: a path consisting of ethics, meditation and wisdom.  By practicing ethics
we show faith (in those ethics).  

This applies to whatever our behaviour (mental verbal and physical) is.  To the extent that we hold ethics at all (and 6
billion people on the planet cooperating to the extent we do must mean something) means we do have faith (in our
particular brand of ethics, whether it is humanism or whatever).  It is likely that that faith is to some extent based on
intuition, reason or experience.  Cooperation has advantages even in the animal world where species benefit from
symbiotic relationships with other species.  Such animals behave as if they had faith.(a small fish cleaning a
poisonous anenome) but there are obvious advantages (the food) and this behaviour would have been backed up by
experience (and by evolution).  But if the fish had acted in (primitive) faith but had been eaten that faith would not be
backed up by experience.  The capacity to learn from experience and adjust behaviour accordingly is wisdom.  We
learn wisdom when we commit our faith (confidence / trust) to something that turns out not to be justified.  Gullibility
(based on inexperienced young bird [fledgling]) is based on lack of experience, or inability to learn from experience.
Wisdom (or ignorance) is the basis on which we choose correctly (or fail to) what the basis of our ethics will be.  What
really can be relied upon.  The experiienced may have faith but lack wisdom.

In the diagram we see the three grounds for faith and how they correlate with the satipatthanas.  When we have faith
in a positive mental state we maintain that state and act upon it, creating consequences for ourselves and others.  It is
not possible to assess the precise effects of an action or mental state, conditionality dictates there being too many
factors involved, but it is possible to see general effects of ones general mental states over a period of time.  This
gives us the information for assessing the effects of faith (in that mental state) in our experience.  Seeing good effects
will bolster faith (in that mental state) in our experience.  We may have maintained it initially against our inclinations
(counterintuitive to our vedana) but experiencing good effects may change those inclinations.
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Mental
Objects

● Dhammas (mental objects) are what the mind-sense
(Mano/ Manas) grasps.  Manas comes from a root meaning
to measure.  The mind-sense measures phenomena.  In the
same way as the eye sees visual objects, the mind-sense
'measures' sensory phenomena producing mental objects
(concepts, ideas, abstractions).   Manas is essentially the
faculty of assessment.  On a mundane level that
assessment manifests as ordinary thinking.  At a deeper
level it constitutes our beliefs about existence, which like
our thoughts, may correspond to reality or not.  

● Dhamma denotes both truth (e.g. "the Buddha-dharma") and
appearances (phenomena).  According to the "Buddha-dharma"
the truth about phenomena (dhammas) is that they are devoid of
substance, true selfhood and permanence, a view other religions
and philosophies may differ from. 

About Dhammas Dhamma
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Acceptance

When a situation cannot be changed we can only accept it, or more precisely, accept our experience of it.  And it
provides a useful function.  It doesn't directly help change our experience and make it better.  What it does do is
change our view of our situation (and that changed view may then positively recondition our experience). Acceptance
modifies our view (Manas) by working at the feeling end of things.

We start with a view - say, "Life should be pleasant most of the time".  We have that view.  Then along comes
experience that contradicts that view - we have a sustained period of physical pain or emotional difficulty.  Our
thoughts kick in with "This shouldn't be happening.  It's not supposed to be like this".  Our Manas is defending its
view, that "Life should be pleasant most of the time".  Suppose though we ignore that and work at accepting our
experience, accepting the feeling that is there. Pain conditioned by the body (kayika vedana).  Pain conditioned by
the Mind (cetasika vedana).  We fully own our experience as ours, and as painful.  

The test of whether we have really accepted our difficult experience is whether we find ourselves abandonning or
modifying our original view, that "Life should be pleasant most of the time".  If we are using acceptance simply as a
strategy to improve our experience we are still invested in that view and are not really accepting what xcontradicts it.
But if we can really accept our new experience, our view will change to something like "I might want life to be
pleasant most of the time, but in reality anything can happen".

So acceptance has made our view of life more realistic, more in line with the truth.  Which is an improvement in our
situation, a safer place to be.  When we have a more realistic view, precisely because it is realistic there is less
chance reality will contradict it, which puts us in a more stable place.  This more stable view may in turn condition our
body to be more calm and relaxed which in turn may condition the physical side of feeling to be more pleasant
(improving our experience).  In addition, our view being more in line with reality will condition the mood (cetasika
vedana) conditioned by that view to be lighter (again, improving our experience).  So indirectly, acceptance is likely to
improve our experience.  But only if it is actually acceptance and not a strategy to maintain a fixed view.
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